CIVL 2013 PLENARY – ANNEX 9
BUREAU DECISIONS 2012/2013

The Bureau:
- Discussed on application of some modifications of Section 7 to the Linzhou PG XC Asian
(concerning gliders). Decided not to enforce the rule concerning taking photos of gliders.
- Appointed Agust Gudmundsson to be our FAI-CASI delegate.
- Decided to dissolve the Competition Safety Task Force and the Open Class Technical
Working Group.
- Denied AFNOR request to finance current revision of PG EN certification. Agreed to do it
only for new competition class gliders / norm.
- Agreed to finance a new “Practical Guidelines for Organising FAI/CIVL Category 1
Championships” (global budget: 2,000€).
- Defined and published CIVL position on FAI and the World Anti Doping Code.
- Decided to send Raymond Caux and Igor Erzen to the ESTC meeting (safety commission
of EHPU). Discussed their reports. Decided to send letters to EHPU and PMA to re-state
CIVL position on PG competition gliders.
- Discussed the coming Sopot PG pre-World and World. Decided to send Goran Dimiskovski
to meet the NAC and organisers. Read and analysed the Bulgarian NAC answer to our letter.
Agreed on change of Meet Director for the test event.
- Decided to award medals to women at the Linzhou PG XC Asian even though not enough
women actually competed (but enough registered), as a support to the development of
women flying.
- Asked the Screening committee to accept exemptions for Turkish pilots for the Kayseri HG
Euro.
- Agreed to sanction the Cali PG accuracy World Games test event (they were late).
- Decided on who would make the sprog measuring in the Kayseri HG Euro and Forbes HG
World, and budgeted it.
- Refused to give FAI gold/silver/bronze medals to Category 2 events. Suggested that
organisers give away CIVL badges instead.
- Finalized and published the CIVL handbook.
- Finalized a new World XC Online Contest logo.
- Appointed Raymond Caux and Igor Erzen to review SafePro and ParaPro documents.
- Decided to make mandatory a second reserve parachute in PG Cat 1 competition from May
1st, 2014.
- Accepted the French bid (FFVL and Delta Club Annecy) to organize the 2014 FAI World
Hang Gliding Class 2 - 5 - 1 Women (Annex 31).

